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1. As the new Executive Director for the Water Environment Federation (WEF),
what is your professional background and how do you plan to use your
experience to further the organization’s mission to preserve and enhance
the global water environment? Over the course of my career, I have been a
small business owner, a chief operating officer of a non-profit statewide business
association, and an executive director of a local government utility. What I have
learned from all of those diverse experiences is that clean water is not only
required to sustain life, but it is essential for economic prosperity. Our members
are on the front line of clean water efforts. WEF's technical expertise, training, and
ability to disseminate information could not be more important than now,
especially during these difficult economic times. We must remember that global
water environment sustainability efforts start with our local communities, and it is
in these local communities that our members do their work. A keen understanding
of local community issues combined with our ability to tap into the best information
available worldwide will enable us to serve and support our members important
work.
2. As a former colleague, what do you think are the biggest challenges facing
utility water professionals today? By far the biggest challenge facing our utility
professionals is gaining access to the resources needed to carry out their
jobs. Specifically, the strained economy is making raising revenues very difficult
for local utilities that are trying to deal with issues such as new regulations and
aging infrastructure. Utilities are being forced to raise rates at increasingly high
levels, and the public is struggling to understand and accept the need for these
steep increases. Another resource issue revolves around an aging workforce. A
growing number of utilities are losing their employees to retirement and are not
able to easily replace the knowledge of these seasoned professionals, creating
a brain drain and experience vacuum. Finally, I'm not sure industry-wide we have
fully embraced the technology advances that can help utilities be more
efficient. As a leading educational organization in the water field, WEF has the
opportunity to address many of these challenges through its excellent training
programs and educational resources. Working in collaboration with our industry
partners, we are also hoping to increase public knowledge and appreciation for
the continued investment into our vital infrastructures.
3. What do you anticipate are WEF’s highest priorities? I believe that WEF’s
most important priorities are maintaining our status as a leading resource in the
water quality field and continuing to fulfill our mission to preserve and enhance the
global water environment by taking the lead in addressing the emerging water
challenges of the twenty-first century. In recent years WEF has made great
progress in helping to address important issues such as stormwater, the
energy/water nexus, nutrients, operators training/distance learning, infrastructure

	
  
education, and biosolids. As a membership organization, meeting the needs of our
members and the overall water profession remains an important focus for the
Federation. As we navigate a path forward, we will continue to find ways to
enhance our services and products as we do business in a down economy.
4. Does WEF have a strategic plan, and if so, will it be changing under your
leadership? Our current strategic plan was developed about three years ago and
although it has been working well, it is very important to recognize that the world is
changing rapidly and we must adapt accordingly. Our leadership understands that
a good path forward involves a review of priorities and activities every three to five
years to make sure we are on the right track and addressing emerging issues in
the best manner possible. WEF’s Board recently initiated a new review process
that included hiring a consultant firm to assist us in taking a broader look at
stakeholders as well as the needs of our members and the water profession to
determine high priority issues. As the new Executive Director, I will fully support
this effort. While the new strategic plan will guide any upcoming changes, I will say
that in my early meetings with our volunteer leadership and staff, I am finding that
a number of innovative ideas are being developed to better serve our
membership, which is the lifeblood of WEF. Sustaining and growing that
membership must always be our first priority and we remain committed to finding
more creative ideas to provide a service and deliver our products.
5. As a leading educational resource in the water quality field, does WEF have
any activities or programs designed to bring sound science to regulatory
audiences? Advocating for important legislative and regulatory issues affecting
the water profession is an essential component of WEF’s mission. To remain
consistent with our status as 501(c)(3) organization, WEF concentrates its efforts
on educating stakeholders and decision-makers at the national level. Priority
issues for us include wet weather discharges, stormwater, nutrients, and biosolids.
The challenge is to maintain a focus on these issues while responding to a wider
range of concerns to WEF members. Adding to this challenge is operating with
limited resources, but we hope to overcome this by seeking appropriate
partnerships to advance our policy goals. For example, in April, WEF is
collaborating with AWWA on the first-ever “Water Matters Fly-In” that will join
members from both organizations to strengthen the voice of the entire water
community on Capitol Hill.
6. What are WEF’s global interests and how do you plan to expand the
organization’s international activities? WEF is primarily a North American
organization with global interests. Our diverse membership includes professionals
from nearly 30 different countries, so it’s important for WEF to have an
international presence where water policy challenges exist. An important
component to this goal is collaborating with international partners such as the
International Water Association and the Stockholm International Water Institute as
well as continuing to grow and develop our globally focused programs and
services. Some of our most notable efforts in this area include WEF Publishing UK

	
  
Ltd., a wholly owned, London-based subsidiary of WEF that publishes our
international publications (World Water, World Water: Chinese Edition, and the
new World Water Reuse & Desalination); a suite of membership products
designed around professional and global professional memberships that tailor to
specific market segments; a successful pavilion program that offers exhibition
space at high-profile water exhibitions around the world; and of course, World
Water Monitoring Day, our highly successful global public outreach program.
7. Over the past decade, WEFTEC (WEF’s annual technical exhibition and
conference) has grown into the largest annual water quality conference and
exhibition in the world. How do you plan to maintain this designation? Last
year’s record exhibition and highly respected technical program are indicators that
WEFTEC is the place to be for water professionals to keep up with the best water
science and products. Our focus into the future will be on finding the “best of
WEFTEC” by looking at new ways to deliver our invaluable content and
educational resources. For example, earlier this month we offered a special
webcast called, “The Best of WEFTEC” that allowed those who were unable to
attend the event in October access to some of the information and resources that
were presented in New Orleans. In addition, the upcoming two-city rotation
between Chicago and New Orleans (beginning in 2012) allows us to plan ahead
and save money on the conference venue as well as provides a consistent central
location, which generally translates to better overall attendance. Challenges to our
continued success include travel and budget restrictions, especially for utilities, as
well as competition from our own specialty conferences, MA meetings, and
increasingly, from other global water conferences. We are addressing these
challenges through efforts such as our successful Utility Partnership Program,
pursuing the concept of a virtual WEFTEC, and improving the abstract submittal
and review process through our new AMS system to ensure the maintenance of
WEFTEC’s highly respected technical program.
8. How has WEF been impacted by our nation’s economic challenges and what
will you do to ensure that the organization has a solid financial future?
Certainly, the impact of our country’s economic downturn has not passed us by,
but the Federation has adjusted accordingly, and I can say with total confidence
that WEF’s financial bottom line is strong. With ample cash flow to meet our
operational and membership requirements, WEF is well positioned to be the
organization of choice for water quality experts. As a membership organization
dedicated to preserving and enhancing the world’s water environment, meeting
the knowledge needs of our members and the water profession remains the
number one priority for WEF. That commitment—first established at our founding
some eighty years ago—remains the basis for all of our outstanding technical and
educational programs.
9. As a membership organization, WEF’s members and Member Associations
are integral to the Federation’s success. How you intend to provide quality
service to members while managing the bottom line? As with any professional

	
  
association, membership is the lifeblood of WEF and we recognize that an
engaged and growing membership is essential for our long-term financial health,
growth, and success. More importantly, WEF relies on the collective knowledge of
its members to further a shared goal of improving water quality. Over the past five
years, WEF has invested significant efforts into membership with excellent results.
Even during the recession, WEF has maintained its membership levels by
continuing to strengthen our value proposition, increasing our retention efforts,
and improving our customer service.
10. Recognizing that effective management of water resources requires
cooperation on all levels, WEF has traditionally sought out special
partnerships to further this common goal. What are your plans to continue
this practice? WEF has always made a concerted effort to partner with other likeminded organizations to find better ways to preserve and enhance the global
water environment. In addition to developing a water reuse journal with the
WateReuse Association and a water careers Web site with AWWA last year, we
have also continued our commitment to building the global Alliance for Water
Stewardship and partnered with the Johnson Foundation at Wingspread to
develop a national call to action for improved freshwater management
approaches. Most recently, we signed a resolution with AWWA to more closely
collaborate on programs, services, and major policy issues.
11. Since its founding more than eighty years ago, WEF has developed into a
leading technical and educational organization for water professionals.
What are your plans to maintain this reputation and where do you see the
Federation in five years? WEF’s success is rooted in an ongoing commitment to
our mission and identity as a membership organization, which has served us well
for more than eighty years. We have achieved this by maintaining a clear focus on
our core business and continued pursuit of innovative ways to deliver our products
and services in order to remain a relevant and timely resource in the water field.
The new strategic plan will outline a path forward over the next three to five years
that will remain close to trends and new technology while continuing to meet the
basic needs of the profession in areas such as wastewater treatment and
biosolids.

